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This is the first scholarly work to examine the cultural significance of the "talking book" since the invention of the
phonograph in 1877, the earliest machine to enable the reproduction of the human voice. Recent advances in sound
technology make this an opportune moment to reflect on the evolution of our reading practices since this remarkable
invention. Some questions addressed by the collection include: How does auditory literature adapt printed texts? What
skills in close listening are necessary for its reception? What are the social consequences of new listening technologies?
In sum, the essays gathered together by this collection explore the extent to which the audiobook enables us not just to
hear literature but to hear it in new ways. Bringing together a set of reflections on the enrichments and impoverishments
of the reading experience brought about by developments in sound technology, this collection spans the earliest
adaptations of printed texts into sound by Charles Dickens, Thomas Hardy, and other novelists from the late nineteenth
century to recordings by contemporary figures such as Toni Morrison and Barack Obama at the turn of the twenty-first
century. As the voices gathered here suggest, it is time to give a hearing to one of the most talked about new media of
the past century.
The Literary Experience, Compact EditionCengage Learning
Ivor Armstrong Richards was one of the founders of modern literary criticism. He enthused a generation of writers and
readers and was an influential supporter of the young T.S. Eliot. Principles of Literary Criticism was the text that first
established his reputation and pioneered the movement that became known as the 'New Criticism'. Highly controversial
when first published, Principles of Literary Criticism remains a work which no one with a serious interest in literature can
afford to ignore.
Rather than focusing first on terms or definitions, THE LITERARY EXPERIENCE, COMPACT EDITION helps you
develop the skills that make literature accessible, organizing the book and beginning each discussion by asking the same
questions that students ask themselves when they read a text, such as "What is happening here?" or "Is there some
other story that we're supposed to know?" With THE LITERARY EXPERIENCE, you'll learn all of the literary terms you
need to share your experience while you engage in the poems, stories, and plays. Each student text is packaged with a
free Cengage Essential Reference Card to the MLA HANDBOOK, Eighth Edition.
This authoritative landmark text examines the highly topical and important issue of ICT in literacy learning. Its distinctive
focus on providing a systematic review of research in the field gives the reader an essential, comprehensive overview. As
governments worldwide continue to invest heavily in ICT provisions in educational institutions, this book addresses the
need to gather and synthesise evidence about the impact of ICT on literacy learning. An expert team of writers draw upon
two recent reports by the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development, which highlighted the considerable
differences between nations in the access and use of ICT, to take a discursive and expansive look at the subject. Within
its wide range and scope, chapters cover areas on: * the history of literacy and ICT * evidence for the effectiveness of
ICT on literacy learning * the impact of networked ICT on literacy learning * the relationship between verbal and visual
literacies. This book will be an invaluable and informative read with international resonance for student teachers,
teachers, academics and researchers worldwide.
Comprising some 4000 terms, defined and illustrated, "Gradus" calls upon the resources of linguistics, poetics, semiotics,
socio-criticism, rhetoric, pragmatics, combining them in ways which enable readers quickly to comprehend the codes and
conventions which together make up 'literarity.'
Literature, Compact 4/e , the concise edition of the most popular introduction of its kind, is organized into three
genres--Fiction, Poetry, and Drama. As in past editions, the authors' collective poetic voice brings personal warmth and a
human perspective to the discussion of literature, adding to students' interest in the readings. An introduction to a
balance of contemporary and classic stories, poems, and plays. Casebooks offer in-depth look at an author or clusters of
works, for example Latin American Poetry. Authors Joe Kennedy and Dana Gioia provide inviting and illuminating
introductions to the authors included and to the elements of literature. Coverage of writing about literature is also
included. For those interested in literature.
The Shih-shuo hsin-yu, conventionally translated as A New Account of Tales of the World, is one of the most significant works in
the entire Chinese literary tradition. It established a genre (the Shih-shuo t'i) and inspired dozens of imitations from the later part of
the Tang dynasty (618-907) to the early Republican era of the twentieth century. The Shih-shuo hsin-yu consists of more than a
thousand historical anecdotes about elite life in the late Han dynasty and the Wei-Chin period (about A.D. 150-420). Despite a
general recognition of the place of the Shih-shuo hsin-yu in China's literary history (and to a lesser extent that of Japan), the genre
itself has never been adequately defined or thoroughly studied. Spirit and Self in Medieval China offers the first thorough study in
any language of the origins and evolution of the Shih-shuo t'i based on a comprehensive literary analysis of the Shih-shuo hsin-yu
and a systematic documentation and examination of more than thirty imitations. The study also contributes to the growing interest
in the Chinese idea of individual identity. By focusing on the Shin-shuo genre, which provides the starting point in China for a
systematic literary construction of the self, it demonstrates that, contrary to Western assertions of a timeless Chinese "tradition,"
an authentic understanding of personhood in China changed continually and often significantly in response to changing historical
and cultural circumstances.
With an alertness to the psychological and emotional effects of language, this work aims to present an understanding both of
literature and of the role of the reader.
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books
a la Carte also offer a great value; this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable.
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In addition, you may need a Course ID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products.
For introductory courses in Literature. This version of Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and Writing, Compact
Edition has been updated to reflect the 8th edition of the MLA Handbook (April 2016). The 8th edition introduces sweeping
changes to the philosophy and details of MLA works cited entries. Responding to the "increasing mobility of texts," MLA now
encourages writers to focus on the process of crafting the citation, beginning with the same questions for any source. These
changes, then, align with current best practices in the teaching of writing which privilege inquiry and critical thinking over rote recall
and rule-following. Cultivate a Love of Literature... A streamlined version of Kennedy/Gioia's acclaimed literary anthology,
Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and Writing, Compact Edition is a book to lead readers beyond the
boundaries of self to see the world through the eyes of others. The authors developed this text with two major goals in mind: to
introduce college students to the appreciation and experience of literature in its major forms and to develop students' abilities to
think critically and communicate effectively through writing. The book is built on the assumption that great literature can enrich and
enlarge the lives it touches. Both editors, literary writers themselves, believe that textbooks should be not only informative and
accurate but also lively, accessible, and engaging. Also available with MyLiteratureLab ® MyLiteratureLab is an online resource
that works with our literature anthologies to provide engaging experiences to instructors and students. Students can access new
content that fosters an understanding of literary elements, which provides a foundation for stimulating class discussions. This
simple and powerful tool offers state-of-the-art audio and video resources along with practical tools and flexible assessment. The
Literature Collection eText within MyLiteratureLab includes more than 700 selections and valuable multimedia resources-including
professional performances, biographies of key authors, contextual videos, interactive student papers-that bring literature to life.
Representing the largest expansion between editions, this updated volume of Ottemiller's Index to Plays in Collections is the
standard location tool for full-length plays published in collections and anthologies in England and the United States throughout the
20th century and beyond. This new volume lists more than 3,500 new plays and 2,000 new authors, as well as birth and/or death
information for hundreds of authors.
Based on the Scott Foresman Handbook, SF Compact offers a simple, brief, and inexpensive reference, as well as ample
exercises and thorough coverage of research and documentation.Includes thorough coverage of MLA, APA, CMS, and CSE
documentation through the context of the writing processes, writing for academic and public forums, style, design and shape of
writing, grammar, punctuation and mechanics, research and writing, and documentation.A useful reference for any professionals
who generate correspondence.
As ICT continues to grow as a key resource in the classroom, this book helps students and teachers to get the best out of eliterature, with practical ideas for work schemes for children at all levels. Len Unsworth draws together functional analyses of
language and images and applies them to real-life classroom learning environments, developing pupils’ understanding of ‘text’.
The main themes include: What kinds of literary narratives can be accessed electronically? How can language, pictures, sound
and hypertext be analysed to highlight the story? How can digital technology enhance literary experiences through web-based
'book talk' and interaction with publishers' websites? How do computer games influence the reader/ player role in relation to how
we understand stories?
Interdisciplinary explorations into the work of one of the premier writer-survivors of the Holocaust.

This text provides broad coverage for the three genres of literature: fiction; poetry; and drama. It includes full coverage of
writing about literature.
In all six of its volumes The Broadview Anthology of British Literature presents British literature in a truly distinctive light.
Fully grounded in sound literary and historical scholarship, the anthology takes a fresh approach to many canonical
authors, and includes a wide selection of work by lesser-known writers. The anthology also provides wide-ranging
coverage of the worldwide connections of British literature, and it pays attention throughout to issues of race, gender,
class, and sexual orientation. It includes comprehensive introductions to each period, providing in each case an overview
of the historical and cultural as well as the literary background. It features accessible and engaging headnotes for all
authors, extensive explanatory annotations, and an unparalleled number of illustrations and contextual materials.
Innovative, authoritative and comprehensive, The Broadview Anthology of British Literature has established itself as a
leader in the field. The full anthology comprises six bound volumes, together with an extensive website component; the
latter has been edited, annotated, and designed according to the same high standards as the bound book component of
the anthology, and is accessible by using the passcode obtained with the purchase of one or more of the bound volumes.
For those seeking an even more streamlined anthology than the two-volume Concise Edition, The Broadview Anthology
of British Literature is now available in a compact single-volume version. The edition features the same high quality of
introductions, annotations, contextual materials, and illustrations found in the full anthology, and it complements an ample
offering of canonical works with a vibrant selection of less-canonical pieces. The compact single-volume edition also
includes a substantial website component, providing for much greater flexibility. An increasing number of works from the
full six-volume anthology (or from its website component) are also being made available in stand-alone Broadview
Anthology of British Literature editions that can be bundled with the anthology.
"In sum, this original inquiry uniquely respects the cognitional diversity that distinguishes the revelatory poetic spirit from
the discursively speculative spirit, even as it demonstrates their deep affinities and mutual implications in the life of the
imaginative intelligence."--BOOK JACKET.
“Diane Dubois takes a contextual approach to Northrop Frye’s work and claims that it is best assessed in relation to his
biographical circumstances. In context and in specific details, Dubois’ book seeks to illuminate Frye’s œuvre as a
personal, lifelong project. This volume successfully situates Frye’s work within the social, political, religious and
philosophical conditions of the time and place of conception and writing. Dubois ranges from Frye’s critical utopia and
views on criticism and education through the university, church and William Blake to politics and the Canadian and
academic milieu. This book, which is particularly good at tracing Frye’s academic influences and his roots in Methodism
and Canada, will have a strong appeal to an international audience of general readers, students, teachers and
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specialists. Frye is a key figure in the cultural and literary theory of the twentieth century, and Dubois’ accomplished
discussion helps us to see his work anew.” – Jonathan Hart, author of Northrop Frye: The Theoretical Imagination
(1994), Interpreting Cultures (2006), Empires and Colonies (2008) and Literature, Theory, History (2011)
Maurice Blanchot, the eminent literary and cultural critic, has had a vast influence on contemporary French
writers--among them Jean Paul Sartre and Jacques Derrida. From the 1930s through the present day, his writings have
been shaping the international literary consciousness. The Space of Literature, first published in France in 1955, is
central to the development of Blanchot's thought. In it he reflects on literature and the unique demand it makes upon our
attention. Thus he explores the process of reading as well as the nature of artistic creativity, all the while considering the
relation of the literary work to time, to history, and to death. This book consists not so much in the application of a critical
method or the demonstration of a theory of literature as in a patiently deliberate meditation upon the literary experience,
informed most notably by studies of Mallarmé, Kafka, Rilke, and Hölderlin. Blanchot's discussions of those writers are
among the finest in any language.
Bruce Beiderwell and Jeff Wheeler know that studying literature can be intimidating because of the specialized
terminology and categorization. Rather than focusing first on terms or definitions, THE LITERARY EXPERIENCE,
Compact Edition helps you develop the skills that make literature accessible, organizing the book and beginning each
discussion by asking the same questions that students really ask themselves when they read a text, questions like "What
is happening here?" or "Is there some other story that we're supposed to know?" With THE LITERARY EXPERIENCE,
you will learn all of the literary terms you need to share your experience while you engage in the poems, stories and
plays themselves.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by
your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access
code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong
ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- The smallest and most economical
member of the Kennedy/Gioia family, Backpack Literature is a brief paperback version of the discipline's most popular
introduction to literature anthology. Like its bigger, bestselling predecessors, Backpack Literature features the authors'
collective poetic voice which brings personal warmth and a human perspective to the discussion of literature, adding to
students' interest in the readings. New selections have been added including four new one-act plays to help "ease"
students into the study of this genre. The new plays include two comedies-- David Ives's, Sure Thing and Jane Martin's
Beauty--as well as Terrence McNally's poignant Andre's Mother and Edward Bok Lee's experimental drama El Santo
Americano.
&> NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books,
rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously
redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For introductory courses in Literature. Cultivate a
Love of Literature... A streamlined version of Kennedy/Gioia's acclaimed literary anthology, Literature: An Introduction to
Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and Writing, Compact Edition, 8/e is a book to lead readers beyond the boundaries of self to see
the world through the eyes of others. The authors developed this text with two major goals in mind: to introduce college
students to the appreciation and experience of literature in its major forms and to develop students' abilities to think
critically and communicate effectively through writing. The book is built on the assumption that great literature can enrich
and enlarge the lives it touches. Both editors, literary writers themselves, believe that textbooks should be not only
informative and accurate but also lively, accessible, and engaging. Personalize Learning with MyLiteratureLab
MyLiteratureLab is an online resource that works with our literature anthologies to provide engaging experiences to
instructors and students. MyLiteratureLab is an online resource that works with our literature anthologies to provide
engaging experiences to instructors and students. Students can access new content that fosters an understanding of
literary elements, which provides a foundation for stimulating class discussions. This simple and powerful tool offers stateof-the-art audio and video resources along with practical tools and flexible assessment. The Literature Collection eText
within MyLiteratureLab includes more than 700 selections and valuable multimedia resources-including professional
performances, biographies of key authors, contextual videos, interactive student papers-that bring literature to life..
____________ 0134047648 / 9780134047645 Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and Writing,
Compact Edition Plus MyLiteratureLab - Access Card Package Package contains: 0133931269 / 9780133931266 MyLiteratureLab - Glue-in Access Card 0133931277 / 9780133931273 - MyLiteratureLab - Inside Star Sticker
0321971957 / 9780321971951 - Kennedy/Gioia, Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and Writing,
Compact Edition, 8/e
Rather than focusing first on terms or definitions, THE LITERARY EXPERIENCE, COMPACT EDITION helps you
develop the skills that make literature accessible, organizing the book and beginning each discussion by asking the same
questions that students ask themselves when they read a text, such as “What is happening here?” or “Is there some
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other story that we’re supposed to know?” With THE LITERARY EXPERIENCE, you’ll learn all of the literary terms you
need to share your experience while you engage in the poems, stories, and plays. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Starting with the premise that American Indians have been colonized, Horne outlines the dangers of colonial mimicry.
She proposes a theory of subversive mimicry through which writers can use the language of the colonial power to subvert
it and inscribe diverse First Nations voices. Drawing on select works by Thomas King, Beatrice Culleton, Ruby
Slipperjack, Jeannette Armstrong, Lee Maracle, and Tomson Highway, the study also elucidates decolonizing strategies
with which readers can collaborate.
This book introduces the reader to the literary work and to an understanding of its cultural background and its specific
features, presenting basic topics and ideas in their historical context and development in Western culture.
Argues that Poe's fiction remains outside the realm of critical analysis and that its nature resists interpretation.
Literature for Composition, Compact Edition offers renowned coverage of writing, argument, and critical thinking in a brief
and accessible format. While omitting the thematic anthology in the full version, the Compact Edition includes complete
coverage of the writing process, three chapters devoted to argument, coverage of the literary elements and the study of
visual images, and four case studies. A strong sampling of literary selections are integrated into every chapter. After
preliminary chapters on getting ideas and thinking critically, readers encounter chapters devoted to the essay, fiction,
drama, and poetry. Abundant material on research and the Internet provides up-to-date instruction on evaluating, using,
and citing electronic sources. A rich presentation of images supports an emphasis on visual learning and critical thinking.
For those interested in the study and composition of literature.
"Kevin Hart and Geoffrey H. Hartman bring together essays by prominent scholars from a range of disciplines to focus on
Blanchot's diverse concerns: literature, art, community, politics, ethics, spirituality, and the Holocaust."--Jacket.
The first edition of this book, published in 2002, aimed to complete the study material for our students of American
literature. The third edition strives to emphasize this aspect while expanding and deepening the general overview as well
as including other important movements and authors. The exposition of the 20th century underwent major changes: the
scholars added new texts while supplementing the older ones to comply with the development of critical and academic
approaches. The book is written to the point and in comprehensible language, corresponding with the ambition to present
and explain the development of one of the most interesting world literatures to university students.
This book proposes that a new semiotic category called theism can more intelligibly classify the discursive pattern that
precedes modern humanism in American literature than such standard historicist categories as Puritanism or Calvinism
or medievalism, and that the writings of Jonathan Edwards exemplify this theist discursive pattern.
This book seeks to recontextualize literature and the literary within the full diversity of postmodern theory. It relates
literature to the institution of the university, to ethical judgements and values, new media and computer technology, and
the nature of representative democracy.
Lively, original and highly readable, An Introduction to Literature, Criticism and Theory is the essential guide to literary
studies. Starting at ‘The Beginning’ and concluding with ‘The End’, chapters range from the familiar, such as
‘Character’, ‘Narrative’ and ‘The Author’, to the more unusual, such as ‘Secrets’, ‘Pleasure’ and ‘Ghosts’. Now in
its fifth edition, Bennett and Royle’s classic textbook successfully illuminates complex ideas by engaging directly with
literary works, so that a reading of Jane Eyre opens up ways of thinking about racial difference, for example, while
Chaucer, Raymond Chandler and Monty Python are all invoked in a discussion of literature and laughter. The fifth edition
has been revised throughout and includes four new chapters – ‘Feelings’, ‘Wounds’, ‘Body’ and ‘Love’ – to
incorporate exciting recent developments in literary studies. In addition to further reading sections at the end of each
chapter, the book contains a comprehensive bibliography and a glossary of key literary terms. A breath of fresh air in a
field that can often seem dry and dauntingly theoretical, this book will open the reader’s eyes to the exhilarating
possibilities of reading and studying literature.
This book argues that political democracy has not fulfilled its promise and that we should therefore re-examine literature's
long conservative hostility to it. It offers new accounts of the ethos of refusing political democracy, as well as innovative
readings of writers including Tocqueville, Disraeli, George Eliot, E.M. Forster and Saul Bellow.
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